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Abstract
We have performed a detailed Monte Carlo exploration of the parameter space for
a warped Higgsless model of electroweak symmetry breaking in 5 dimensions. This
model is based on the SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)B−L gauge group in an AdS5 bulk with
arbitrary gauge kinetic terms on both the Planck and TeV branes. Constraints arising
from precision electroweak measurements and collider data are found to be relatively
easy to satisfy. We show, however, that the additional requirement of perturbative
unitarity up to the cut-off, ≃ 10 TeV, in W+LW−L elastic scattering in the absence of
dangerous tachyons eliminates all models. If successful models of this class exist, they
must be highly fine-tuned.
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1 Introduction
As the time of the LHC turn-on draws nearer, the search for alternative theories to the
standard single Higgs boson picture of electroweak symmetry breaking is intensifying. One
such scenario [1] is particularly appealing in that it employs a minimal particle content in
a 5-dimensional spacetime and exploits the geometry of the additional dimension to break
the electroweak symmetry. The model is based on the Randall-Sundrum framework [2] with
an SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)B−L gauge group in 5-d Anti-de Sitter space. The AdS5 slice
is bounded by two branes, with the scale of physics on the IR(TeV)-brane being given by
Λpi ≡MP lekpirc, with k corresponding to the RS curvature parameter and rc being the radius
of the compactified dimension. The set of boundary conditions, which differ for the two
branes, generate the breaking chain SU(2)R × U(1)B−L → U(1)Y at the Planck scale with
the subsequent breaking SU(2)L × U(1)Y → U(1)QED at the TeV scale. The electroweak
symmetry is thus broken without the introduction of a Higgs field. After the Planck scale
symmetry breaking occurs, a global SU(2)L × SU(2)R symmetry is present in the brane
description. This breaks on the TeV-brane to a diagonal group SU(2)D which corresponds
[3] to the custodial SU(2) symmetry of the Standard Model (SM) and helps preserve the SM
tree-level relation ρ = 1. We denote this scenario as the Warped Higgsless Model (WHM).
In this scenario, the role of the Goldstone boson in generating masses for the W and
Z bosons is played by the would be zero-mode of the KK tower corresponding to the 5th
component of the bulk gauge fields (i.e., A50). The Z boson observed at LEP/SLC/Tevatron
is the first excitation of a neutral gauge boson KK tower, while the photon corresponds to
the massless zero-mode of this tower. The W boson observed in experiments is then the first
state of a KK tower of charged gauge bosons, and there is no charged massless zero-mode.
The experimentally observed values of the W and Z masses and couplings are essentially
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reproduced in this model. However, the presence of the gauge KK states affect a number of
processes. In particular, much work has been performed analyzing the contributions to the
set of precision electroweak measurements in Higgsless scenarios [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].
In the flat space analog of the WHM [13], i.e., a Higgsless model based on a flat higher
dimensional spacetime, unacceptably large deviations from precision electroweak data are
generated. However, good agreement with the data can be obtained at tree-level in the
warped Higgsless scenarios, provided that the masses of the KK excitations are sufficiently
heavy. In addition, the KK excitations must satisfy the constraints from direct production
of new gauge bosons at the Tevatron and from their contribution to contact interactions in
four fermion processes at LEPII.
Note that precision observables are sensitive to one-loop electroweak effects. In gen-
eral, the loop corrections in this model will be qualitatively similar to those in the SM (up
to small shifts in the couplings). However, there are three types of loop corrections that
may cause large deviations: the gauge KK excitations, the absence of loops with a physical
higgs, and the top quark. Since the gauge KKs are playing the role of the physical Higgs
in WW scattering, it is expected that they will do the same here, so the first two effects
should largely cancel. In our model all fermions are localized to the Planck brane, and the
parameters of the model are adjusted so the couplings are as close to the SM couplings as
possible. Hence, the top corrections should again approximate the Standard Model values.
(In a model where the top mass is generated on the TeV brane [14] a more careful treatment
would be needed.) Since we expect all loop corrections to qualitatively approximate the SM
corrections, we will require that the tree level WHM approximate the tree level SM as closely
as possible in the analysis below.
In the absence of a Higgs boson, or any other new physics, perturbative unitarity
(PU) in elastic W+L W
−
L scattering is violated at an energy scale of ≃ 1.7 TeV. However, in
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these Higgsless scenarios, it is in principle possible that the exchange of the neutral gauge
KK tower in W+L W
−
L → W+L W−L can restore PU, provided that a set of conditions on the
KK masses and couplings are satisfied [13]. This works well in the flat space analog of the
WHM, but is problematic within the warped scenario. In particular, the region of parameter
space which enjoys good agreement with the precision electroweak and collider data leads to
low-scale (∼ 2 TeV) perturbative unitarity violation (PUV) in gauge boson scattering [6].
One would at least expect the theory to remain perturbative up to the cutoff scale of the
effective theory on the TeV-brane, Λpi, where Λpi is roughly on the order of 10 TeV. This leads
to a tension in the model parameter space in terms of finding a region which simultaneously
satisfies all of the model building requirements as well as the experimental constraints.
In [8, 15] the effects of including the IR-brane terms associated with the U(1)B−L
and SU(2)D gauge symmetries were examined; the presence of such terms is known to
alter the corresponding KK spectrum and couplings [16]. In these analyses it was found
that the addition of the U(1)B−L IR-brane term could lead to improved agreement with
the electroweak data [8] and the inclusion of the SU(2)D brane term could delay PUV in
W+LW
−
L →W+L W−L to scattering energies of order ∼ 6− 7 TeV [15]. However, a scan of the
full parameter space was not performed in order to determine whether there exists a region
where all the constraints discussed above are simultaneously satisfied.
In this paper, we perform a detailed exploration of the WHM parameter space via
Monte Carlo techniques. There are a number of parameters present in this scenario: (i)
the set of coupling strengths for each gauge symmetry: g5L which is fixed by GF , the ratio
λ ≡ g5B/g5L which is fixed by the value of MZ , and the ratio κ ≡ g5R/g5L which lies in the
restricted range 0.75 <∼ κ <∼ 4.0, but is otherwise free. (ii) The brane kinetic terms associated
with the IR-brane, δB,D, and the UV-brane, δL,Y . Here the brane terms will be treated as
free phenomenological parameters but should in principle be calculable from the full theory
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once the UV-completion is known. The parameter space is sufficiently large such that it is
best scanned by Monte Carlo sampling. For each set of parameters, we subject the model
to a succession of tests: (i) model requirements, such as the absence of ghosts and tachyon
states, (ii) consistency with the precision electroweak data, (iii) consistency with the direct
and indirect collider bounds on new gauge boson production, and (iv) PU in elastic W+L W
−
L
scattering. In particular, we require that this scattering process be unitary up to Λpi ≃ 10
TeV. We find that the conditions (i-iii) are relatively easy to simultaneously satisfy, but that
none of the models satisfied perturbative unitarity beyond the scale of ≃ 2 TeV. We conclude
that if a successful model of this type exists, it must be highly fine-tuned, or must contain
other sources of new physics.
We present our analysis in the next two sections. The formalism of the WHM is
presented in detail in our earlier work [6, 15] and will not be reproduced here.
2 Analysis: Electroweak and Collider Constraints
As discussed above, the model in its present form contains five free parameters: κ = gR/gL,
the ratio of the two SU(2)L,R gauge couplings which is expected to be of order unity, and the
four brane kinetic term parameters, δB,D,L,Y , corresponding to the various unbroken gauge
groups on the TeV and Planck branes: U(1)B−L, SU(2)D, SU(2)L and U(1)Y , respectively.
Our approach is to choose a value for κ and then explore the parameter space spanned
by δB,D,L,Y via Monte Carlo methods. To be definitive we will assume that all the δi are
constrained to lie in the range −πkrc ≤ δi ≤ πkrc as suggested in [16], and we fix krc = 11.27
in our numerical study. For each set of values of the δi we define a successful model as one
which passes through a number of cuts and filters that we now describe in some detail. Our
results are compiled in Tables 1 and 2, which displays the amount of statistics generated
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for each value of κ and the number of models which survive each successive constraint. Our
statistics are concentrated near κ = 1 as in this case the KK spectrum is relatively light and
we are more hopeful that PU constraints will be satisfied.
Upon generating a set of δi we first calculate a group of model parameters which are
associated with the lightest massive charged and neutral gauge bosons, and ensure that they
are identified with the observed SM fields, W1 = W and Z1 = Z. We take the experimental
values of their masses MZ = 91.1875 GeV and MW = 80.426 GeV [17] as input to our
analysis. This numerically fixes the low energy scale ke−pikrc that gives the masses of the
KK excitations in the RS model, as well as the value of the on-shell weak mixing angle,
sin2 θOS = 1 − M2W/M2Z . Next, the requirement of the absence of ghosts in the unitary
gauge of any physical theory implies that these two states, W1 and Z1, must have positive
norms. Similarly, the field that represents the photon must also have a positive norm. In
addition to these constraints, we demand that the ratio of the squares of the gauge couplings,
λ2 = g2B−L/g
2
L, be positive definite. As can be seen from Table 1, these few simple cuts can
remove as much as ∼ 40% of the parameter space volume.
Assuming that the SM fermions (at least the first two generations) are localized near
the Planck brane we can now calculate a number of electroweak quantities. Recall that our
philosophy is that we want the tree level Higgsless model to match the tree level SM as
closely as possible, outside of the Higgs sector, since in many cases we expect approximately
similar one-loop radiative corrections. As we found in our earlier works [6, 15], a description
of the γ,W and Z couplings to the SM matter fields can be parameterized in terms of two
other definitions of the weak mixing angle in addition to sin2 θOS. These two additional
angles are defined via: sin2 θeg = e
2/g2W , with gW = gffW1 being the coupling of the W to
SM fermions on the Planck brane, and sin2 θeff being given by the couplings of the Z to the
same fermions at the Z-pole as discussed below. The electromagnetic coupling is, as usual,
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Cuts κ 0.75 0.9 1.0 1.25 1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0
Initial Sample 308,710 141,950 1,307,463 251,970 271,570 145,570 181,274 136,920
λ2 > 0 130,286 62,202 585,011 115,455 125,035 67,662 82,583 16,204
No γ, Z ghosts 130,286 62,202 585,011 115,455 125,035 67,662 82,583 16,204
|δρ| < 0.005 16,181 7,887 76,994 16,728 20,183 13,799 24,223 2,958
|s2eff − s2os| < 0.005s2os 676 387 3,665 875 1,356 1,328 3,838 2,899
|s2eg − s2os| < 0.005s2os 242 159 1,539 332 545 576 1,805 2,013
No Z ′ ghost 242 159 1,539 322 545 576 1,805 2,013
Z ′ Tevatron 150 102 1134 217 393 439 1,556 1,830
mZ′ < 1.5 TeV 74 50 644 90 180 202 828 1,581
LEPII indirect 70 45 550 72 80 175 796 1,178
Isospin coupling 24 13 112 12 8 12 65 0
No Tachyons 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0
PUV 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 1: Data samples and their responses to the various constraints as described in the
text. The values represent the number of cases surviving each of the cuts.
defined through the interaction of the massless neutral mode, Z0, which we identify as the
photon, to the SM fields. All three definitions of the weak mixing angle are identical at the
tree level in the SM but are, in general, quite different numerically in the WHM.
Writing the Z-pole couplings to SM fermions as
gZ
cOS
(T3 − sin2 θeff Q) , (1)
in obvious notation, we also can define an auxiliary quantity, ρZeff = g
2
Z/g
2
W , which relates
the strengths of the W and Z gauge boson interactions. We identify gZ/cOS = gffZ1 . In
the SM at tree-level ρZeff = 1, of course. We note that all of the electroweak observables
at the W,Z mass scale can now be described in terms of the three weak mixing angles,
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MZ , and ρ
Z
eff and we have no need to introduce any other parameterizations.
‡ It is clear
that if we wish to reproduce the tree-level SM we must have all three values of sin2 θ be
almost equal as well as require that ρZeff be very close to unity. In our numerical study we
will demand that the three definitions of sin2 θ all be equal within 0.5% and additionally
require |δρZeff | = |ρZeff − 1| to be less than 0.005. The magnitude of these constraints should
be comparable to the size of the one-loop generated electroweak corrections. This set of
constraints is extremely powerful for the full WHM parameter space, but is especially strong
for low values of κ as can be seen from Table 1; only a few percent of the original model
parameter space remains after applying these cuts. Note that models with larger values of
κ are generally favored by these electroweak constraints. This is not unexpected; we saw
in our earlier work that the SM limit is approached rapidly as the value of κ is increased.
The price one pays for this is a rapid increase in the masses of the KK states leading to an
obvious failure in PU as discussed below.
We now turn our attention to the mass and couplings of the next lightest neutral
KK state, Z2; these parameters are highly constrained by both experimental data as well as
our requirement of PU as we will see below. We first impose the obvious constraints that
this state not be a ghost and that it has not (yet) been observed in direct Z ′-like production
searches at LEPII or the Tevatron[19, 20]. This places a correlated cut on the mass of this
state as a function of its couplings to the SM fermions on the Planck brane. Futhermore,
we note that the indirect search constraints for Z ′-like states must also be satisfied. To be
specific we will demand that the masses of the Z2’s as well as their couplings to SM fermions
are such as to have avoided the LEPII contact interaction constraints[20]. This constraint
is actually quite powerful and removes an entire region in the Z2 mass vs. coupling plane
which survives the electroweak and Tevatron bounds. After imposing all these requirements
‡It can be easily shown that there is a unique mapping of the above parameters, together with GF which
now involves a KK sum, over to the ǫi of Altarelli and Barbieri[18].
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Figure 1: The coupling strength of the first neutral KK excitation beyond the Z in units of
gW as a function of its effective sin
2 θ. The color coding labels models with different values
of κ. All electroweak constraints have been applied to the cases shown as well as the bounds
from the TeVII direct searches. A cut of MZ2 < 1.5 TeV has also been applied. Indirect
LEPII constraints have not yet been imposed.
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we see from Table 1 that there are a respectable number of surviving cases.
The particular properties of the surviving cases will be examined in detail below.
Figures. 1 and 2 show the values of the Z2 mass and coupling for those models passing all
of our above cuts except the constraints imposed by LEPII; in these figures an additional
requirement for PU that MZ2 ≤ 1.5 TeV, to be discussed further below, has been imposed.
The Tevatron direct search constraint is responsible for the sharp diagonal boundary in the
bottom panel of Fig. 2. Note that the couplings of the Z2 can always be written in a
form similar to the Z above except we denote the overall coupling strength as gffZ2 and the
value of the corresponding weak mixing angle as s22 = sin
2 θeff (Z2), i.e., (gffZ2/cw)(T
f
3L −
s22Q
f ). Note the large set of models near s22 = 0 and 1, the former with large couplings and
masses between ∼ 1 and 1.5 TeV. These strongly coupled cases are entirely removed by the
LEPII contact interaction bound and will not concern us further. It is important to note
that at this point there are a reasonable of surviving models subsequent to applying this
rather strict set of electroweak and collider constraints on the model parameter space. This
situation is in contrast with results previously obtained by Barbieri et al.[9] in the case of
the flat space analog where no warping is present. These authors showed that there was no
significant region of parameter space which simultaneously satisfied the collider and precision
electroweak constraints. We have performed a Monte Carlo study of the flat space analog
model, imposing the constraints presented above, and effectively confirm their results. We
note for completeness that if we strengthen our electroweak cuts such that 0.5%→ 0.1% in
the analysis above, the number of surviving cases is reduced by a factor ≃ 10.
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Figure 2: Same as in the previous figure but now showing the mass-coupling strength and
s22 correlations.
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3 Analysis: Perturbative Unitarity and Tachyons
Unitarity is an important property of any gauge theory[21, 22, 23]. Before examining PU
directly, two further filters can be applied that will help us to focus on models which may
satisfy our basic requirements. If the Z2 in any of the models that survive both the elec-
troweak and collider constraints is to contribute significantly to the W+L W
−
L amplitude it
must predominantly couple to isospin and not to B − L or hypercharge Y . Note that when
s22 is near unity(zero), the Z2 couples almost purely to Y (isospin). To ensure that the Z2 has
significant isospin-like coupling, we will demand that s22 < 0.7. We make exception for the
special set of cases where the Z2 mass is less than ≃ 400 GeV. The reason for keeping these
B−L-like coupled states is that their light masses may help induce a potentially large contri-
bution to the W+L W
−
L elastic scattering amplitude. Furthermore, there may exist somewhat
heavier excitations not too far away in mass which are coupled to isospin. This cut on s22
appears to be rather loose, but many of the surviving models have great difficulty satisfying
it. It is interesting to note that at this point in the parallel analysis of the flat space analog
model [13] none of the cases satisfy this constraint; all of the possible cases in the flat space
model surviving both collider and electroweak constraints are found to essentially couple to
B − L or Y .
In addition to the above, the Z2 satisfying the collider constraints must still be suffi-
ciently light as to make a significant contribution to W+L W
−
L elastic scattering. Recall that
in the SM without a Higgs boson, PUV occurs near
√
s ≃ 1.7 TeV. This implies that there
must be at least one, and more likely several, neutral KK states below this scale if they
are to ‘substitute’ for the SM Higgs in restoring unitarity. We thus impose the rather weak
requirement that the lightest new neutral KK state, Z2, must exist with a mass below 1.5
TeV; we make no further requirements on the spectrum for now.
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This pair of constraints on the mass and nature of the Z2 couplings are rather difficult
to satisfy simultaneously for the models that have passed the electroweak and collider cuts;
relatively few cases survive at this point as can be seen from Table 1. Most of the models
passing the electroweak and collider bounds tend to be either too massive or predominantly
coupled to hypercharge. We can also see this from Figs. 1 and 2 where the densely populated
region near s22 = 1 with a mass greater than 400 GeV is now removed by these cuts. At this
point, the remaining models are presented in Figs. 3 and 4; their distribution in δi space is
shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 3: Same as Fig.1, but now applying the constraints from LEPII and the correlated
mass-s22 cuts to remove the KK states coupling to B − L and hypercharge as described in
the text.
At this point we are ready to examine the PU characteristics of the remaining cases
shown in Figs. 3-5 in detail. First we note that these models fall into two broad classes: those
few with all positive δi and those with at least one of the δi being negative. An analysis
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of PU in W+LW
−
L elastic scattering for the cases with all positive δi follows the standard
procedure described in our earlier work [6, 15] which makes use of the scattering amplitude
as given by [24] augmented to include additional neutral KK exchanges. Our proceedure is to
calculate the complete amplitude using the expressions of Duncan et al.[24] which we modify
to include an an arbitrary number of neutral KK exchanges in the s− and t− channels as
well as an arbitrary W 4-point coupling. We then integrate this amplitude to extract out
the J = 0 patial wave, a0, subject to angular integration cuts imposed to avoid the photon
t−channel pole. For our test of PU we demand that |Re a0| < 1/2, as is widely done in the
literature. This analysis reveals that none of these models are much improved in comparison
to the SM without a Higgs boson, i.e., PUV occurs at ≃ 2 TeV. The main reason for this is
that these cases tend to have a light Z2 which is predominantly coupled to Y as discussed
above. To restate, if the δi are all chosen positive, the models surviving the electroweak and
collider constraints do not lead to theories which have PU beyond the ≃ 2 TeV scale.
In order to verify this result we generated a larger statistical sample, an additional
∼ 1.7 · 106 models, distributed over various values of κ, assuming all of the δi ≥ 0. The
results from performing these runs are shown in Table 2 using the same cuts as above. Here
we see that although many models pass the combined collider and electroweak constraints
none of them survive the non-B −L/Y coupling requirement. Thus all of these models fail,
confirming our previous results. We checked that this also occurs in the analog flat space
model.
We now return to the models with at least one negative δi. Ordinarily, such models
would not be considered since having negative δi at the tree-level implies the existence of
tachyons with all their related difficulties [25]. Indeed, we have verified numerically that such
tachyonic states do indeed exist in the spectrum for all the models in this class, and found
that the tachyon masses are quite sensitive to the magnitudes of the δi. Nomura [4], however,
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Cuts κ 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 2.75 3.0 4.0
Initial Sample 611,150 304,680 178,320 122,801 266,801 169,862 70,661
λ2 > 0 611,150 304,680 178,320 122,801 266,801 169,862 70,661
No γ, Z ghosts 611,150 304,680 178,320 122,801 266,801 169,862 70,661
|δρ| < 0.005 168,732 159,537 107,709 89,124 211,944 146,087 69,867
|s2eff − s2os| < 0.005s2os 0 502 1,506 2,734 8,600 7,456 8,724
|s2eg − s2os| < 0.005s2os 0 244 760 1,505 4,887 4,308 5,317
No Z ′ ghost 0 244 760 1,505 4,887 4,308 5,317
Z ′ Tevatron 0 6 145 530 2,204 2,233 4,174
mZ′ < 1.5 TeV 0 6 143 530 2,086 2,112 3,919
LEPII indirect 0 6 143 509 2,086 2,112 3,919
Isospin coupling 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
No Tachyons 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PUV 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 2: Same as the previous table but now for a special set of runs assuming all the δi ≥ 0.
Note that many cases survive until the B − L or Y cut is employed.
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Figure 4: Same as in the previous figure but now showing the alternate projections in the
mass-coupling strength-s22 parameter space.
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Figure 5: Same as in the previous figure but now showing the values of the δi for the surviving
models..
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has argued that potentially large and negative boundary terms associated with the Planck
brane may be benignly generated at loop level without the significant influence of tachyons.
These negative brane terms can be of sufficient importance numerically as to require their
inclusion in a detailed tree-level analysis such as we are performing here. In such a case one
could view the existence of tachyons as an artifact of including only partial one-loop effects.
Since we are ignorant of the possible origin of negative δi in the full UV-completed theory,
we must in principle consider these cases further.
When analyzing the models with negative δi, one has to take care that the existence of
tachyons at the tree level does not have important phenomenological effects, e.g., tachyons
that have significant couplings to SM fermions or which contribute substantially to SM
processes such as W+L W
−
L scattering. At the very least, if we are to consider models with
such states, the tachyons must be truly benign. Certainly models where these tachyons
can lead to important physical effects must not be allowed. However, if the tachyons are
significantly decoupled from the SM fields we will consider such theories as benign and
examine their PU properties. Based on the analysis of Nomura [4], as well as our previous
work [6, 15], one might suspect that the tachyons induced by Planck brane kinetic terms,
δL,Y , are benign while those arising from kinetic terms on the TeV-brane, δB,D, may not be.
As an initial filter, we analyze the couplings of tachyons to the SM fermions localized
near the Planck brane; clearly, these couplings can depend sensitively on the magnitude of
the δi. First, we must determine the number of tachyon states that are in the spectrum. In
the flat space analog [13] of WHM it is easy to see that there can be only a single complex
conjugate pair of tachyons in each of the neutral and charged KK towers; we expect this
result to be equally valid in the warped case. A numerical study verifies these expectations
and so we need to concern ourselves with only two tachyonic states, T 0 and T±. We find
that in all the sample cases examined the relevant couplings of these states to the SM
17
fermions are suppressed by powers of ǫ = e−pikrc and are thus exponentially small. Such
a result might have been anticipated since the Bessel functions of an imaginary argument,
In and Kn, which are needed to describe the tachyonic wavefunctions, are asymptotic to
exponentials instead of sines and cosines as is case for the usual Jn and Yn. This suppression
of couplings is similarly observed to take place in the flat space analog of the current model,
though in a more modest fashion due to the absence of warping, where sinh’s and cosh’s
replace the usual sines and cosines in the expression for the tachyonic wavefunctions. Thus
consideration of the fermion-fermion-tachyon coupling places no additional constraints on
any of the models under consideration. One should note, however, that such constraints
may be of some importance in a wider class of models.
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Figure 6: Same as Fig.3 but now showing the effects of removing the models with potentially
dangerous tachyons. The models surviving the tachyon cuts are also shown.
As a second test we turn to W+L W
−
L elastic scattering. Here we expect a different
result as the gauge fields are in the bulk and their wave functions sample the entire region
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between, as well as on, the two branes. A quick way to analyze this case is to consider the
contribution of the neutral tachyon to the first sum rule of Csaki et al. [13], which is one of
the conditions for PU. Their derivation of this sum rule relies heavily on the completeness
of the set of eigenstates of Hermitian operators; thus the neutral KK spectrum in the case
of δi < 0 is not complete unless the tachyon state is included. Clearly as the magnitude of
the negative brane terms increase the couplings of the tachyon to SM gauge fields will also
increase and the tachyon will become lighter. The important issue for us is whether or not
the tachyon state makes a numerically significant contribution to the sum rule.
Our results show that there are essentially three possibilities: (i) When δD < 0, we
find that the tachyon makes a substantial contribution to the sum rule, which is on the order
of 10% or more of that of the photon, even when the magnitude of δD is small. In addition,
this contribution is negative, i.e., the tachyon is also a ghost state! Certainly all such cases
must be excluded. This is a powerful constraint as many of the surviving models shown in
Figs. 3-5 have negative values of δD in the region near ∼ −0.7. (ii) When δL,Y < 0, the
tachyon is generally sufficiently decoupled as to make almost no significant contribution to
the sum rule. Not only are the couplings weak but the masses tend to lie in the multi-TeV
range. For example, when δL ≃ −35, a very extreme value, the tachyon coupling to WW
is found to be g2T ∼ 10−6 which is only dangerous if the tachyon is light. For δL values of
lesser magnitude the couplings are significantly smaller. This is as expected since we showed
in our earlier work[6] that in, e.g., a model with δL ∼ −7.5, the sum rules were very well
satisfied without including any tachyonic contributions. Thus we will retain all such models
for further study. (iii) The remaining case where δB < 0 is a bit more problematic. As
we saw in earlier [15], δB 6= 0 has little influence on W+L W−L elastic scattering since it only
modifies the spectrum and couplings of the neutral KK’s which couple predominantly to
B − L/Y . The tachyon W+L W−L coupling is found to be generally intermediate in strength
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between that of the δD < 0 case and those for δL,Y < 0, unless the magnitude of δB is
reasonably large ≃ 10. Our analysis of the surviving sample of models, however, indicates
that the values of δB are indeed of this magnitude or larger. Correspondingly the masses of
these states are also dangerously light implying that they can significantly contribute to SM
processes. We thus drop these cases from further consideration below.
Summarizing, our numerical study confirms our expectations that the tachyons in-
duced by negative TeV-brane kinetic terms are dangerous while those induced by the cor-
responding Planck brane terms are benign unless δL is very near its lower bound. Figures
6 and 7 show what little remains of our surviving models after we employ the requirement
that δB,D ≥ 0. These 10 cases are mostly clustered (those with large negative δY ) at high
Z2 masses in excess of 1.3 TeV and have pure isospin-like couplings. Those with negative
δL tend to have much lighter Z2 masses, of order less than 400 GeV. Their rather small
couplings to fermions place them outside the range accessible to the Tevatron. These are the
cases with small masses and large B − L/Y -like couplings that have survived the B − L/Y
cut imposed above. Unfortunately, these models all have values of δL ≃ −πkrc and thus
have light tachyons with potentially significant couplings ∼ 10−6 and are thus dropped from
further consideration. This leaves only the 7 cases with negative δY for further examination.
We now turn to the PU characteristics of these few surviving models; naively we
expect all these cases to be problematic since the first KK excitation is always in excess of
1.3 TeV even though they are isospin-like coupled. Indeed all of these cases lead to PUV
in the 1.9-2.2 TeV range which is not a significant improvement over the case of the SM
without a Higgs boson. We thus conclude that none of the surviving models pass our PU
requirements leaving us with no remaining models. Note that in obtaining these results we
have not required PU to be valid up to the cutoff but only that the successful model to
reasonably better than the SM without a Higgs.
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Figure 7: Same as in the previous figure but now showing the alternate projections in the
mass-coupling strength-s22 parameter space.
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Since we found that PUV occured at
√
s ≃ 2 TeV in the surviving models it is
interesting to compare this value to that of the cutoff scale, Λ, as determined by Naive
Dimensional Analysis[26], i.e.,
Λ = ǫ
24π3
g25L
, (2)
Following the notation of our earlier work, g2W = Nδg
2
5L/2πrc, where Nδ is a number near
unity which depends in detail on the values of the δi. With gW fixed via GF this now yields
Λ =
12π2
g2W
Nδ
krc
kǫ , (3)
where krc = 11.27 in our analysis. Taking typical model values we find that Λ ≃ Λpi ≃
10 TeV, which is much larger that the
√
s values obtained above for PUV. Thus PUV is
apparently lost long before the cutoff is reached.
4 Conclusions
In this paper we have performed a detailed tree-level Monte Carlo exploration of the parame-
ter space of the 5-d warped Higgsless model which is based on the SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)B−L
gauge group in the Randall-Sundrum bulk. We have generated several millions of test mod-
els allowing for arbitrary gauge kinetic terms on both the Planck and TeV branes which are
parameterized through the δi coefficients. As we have seen from our earlier work this scenario
suffers from a serious tension between constraints arising from precision electroweak mea-
surements and collider data as well as the requirements of perturbative unitarity in W+L W
−
L
elastic scattering up to the Λpi ∼ 10 TeV scale. We have shown that it is relatively easy to
find a class of models which satisfy all of the current direct and indirect collider bounds and
yet has electroweak properties which are extremely close to those of the tree-level SM. As
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before, the size of the parameter space that satisfies the precision EW constraints increases
dramatically as κ increases. The real difficulty arises when we require the same theories to
also satisfy perturbative unitarity while being free of dangerous tachyons. Though we have
generated a fairly large data sample, none of the models we have examined have been able
to satisfy all of our requirements simultaneously. We do note that if a generic solution of
the PUV problem is found, there appears to be enough room in the parameter space to
accomodate precision EW constraints. Absent such a solution, we can thus conclude that
either successful models of this type are highly fine-tuned or must include additional sources
of new physics [27] which unitarizes the W+LW
−
L scattering amplitude.
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